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Indian Creek State Park, one of the best known parks in Utah, is located at an 
elevation of 6080 feet, northwest of Monticello, nineteen miles west of Highway 163 
on the road to the Needles District. Signs at the highway can easily be followed to 
reach the site.

The large petroglyph panel at the park is on a large rock face under an overhang 
at the base of the canyon wall on the east side of Indian Creek. Indian Creek, 
located just in front of the panel, is a perennial stream which heads on the north 
side of Shay Mountain in the Abajos and flows into the Colorado River. Although the 
Indian Creek drainage basin has not been systematically surveyed by a professional 
archeologist, several campsites are known to exist along the creek, and it probably 
served as one of the main arteries of travel to the Colorado River.

The panel itself consists of numerous pecked figures, all of which are very 
well-done. The multitude of carvings date from at least two periods. "The youngest 
and most obvious petroglyphs are almost certainly modern Ute since there are several 
mounted horsemen and figures that emphasize hunting. These figures dominate the panel 
and have been made since A.D. 1700 to 1750 judging by the horses" (Schaafsma 1970:57). 
Other probable Ute figures include horned anthropomorphs, mountain sheep, deer, elk, 
bison, footprints, snakes, and a large number of geometric designs, including spoked 
wheels, concentric circles, bisected circles, and wavy lines.

A second group of figures are clearly older than the ones described above; these 
are not only more heavily patinated or faded, but have the more recent figures super 
imposed upon them. These older elements include horned, trapezoidal-bodied anthxopomorphs-, 
birds, stick men, and wavy lines. There is the possibility that some of the more recent 
Ute designs are copies of the earlier figures, albeit with several stylistic additions. 
These .older,figures ;haye fjeen ascribed by Schaafsma (1970:57) to the Southern San Rafael 
Fremont, a rock art style first described and defined by her (Schaafsma 1970, 1971).

- ; Ther.panel :,£s.very well ;.protected from the elements by tbe-QY§£hang above it; the 
only natural weathering on the panel is in the form of patination. There are a few 
modern ;: initials present, but the fence put up by the State Parks L Commas sign in front 
of the panel has evidently been effective in protecting the panel from vandals. Other 
facilities in ;the ten-'-acre park include camping facilities and pitdtoilets.

The site was one of several singled out in a recent issue of Sunset Magazine in 
an article on the rock art of Utah and Arizona.

Schaafsma, Polly
1970 Survey Report of the Rock Art of Utah. Manuscript, on file, Utah State 

Historical Society. Salt Lake City.
1971 The Rock Art of Utah. Papers of the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and

Ethnology, Harvard University, Vol. 65. Cambridge. 
1975 The Ancient Rock Art of Utah and Arizona. Sunset Magazine.
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Newspaper Rock Petroglyph Panel at Indian Creek State Park is an outstanding 
site, exhibiting some of the finest examples of Ute art work as well as that of 
earlier cultures. The quality of the carvings is uniformly high, and the wealth 
of figures provides considerable material for the study of prehistoric and early 
historic aboriginal cultures. The more recent Ute figures on the panel are believed 
to date between A.D. 1700 and 1750. The depiction of horses indicates that the panels 
were probably not done before A.D. 1700 or -even 1750. On the other hand, the fact 
that the horsemen are using bows and arrows suggests that the carvings were executed ~ 
before ca. 1850, since bows were probably not the usual weapons utilized after this 
date.

The chronological position and cultural affiliation of the earlier figures on 
the panel presents a problem. Despite the fact that Schaafsma (1970) considers 
evidence which indicates that this may not be the fact, including the assumption (as 
yet unproven) that archeologists can assign a particular rock art style to a particular 
culture. At present, there are no known Fremont sites in the Indian Creek drainage. 
Sites which have been recorded in adjacent areas are generally considered to be Mes-a; > 
Verde Anasazi. Thus, other archeological evidence would seem to indicate that the 
earlier figu'r-e's qn .:News'prap'e>r Rock are "either Mesa Verde Anasazi or! belo-ng -to^earlier 
cultures in the area (Basketmaker II or III?).

In additidiS-to'"it's'Significance as an example of aboriginal a'rt,r --tihe ^-ite-has: ;i s 
become a model of how to handle major archeological sites in heavily traveled areas. 
As Schaafsma has noted/ "If isolation does not protect the site, it is be'tt-^r >t!6 -^ > 
bring it right out for all to see, giving the best explanation possible and providing 
the most effective physical protection available" (1970:58).
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